
MY FAVOURITE FILM



My favourite film is Avatar
I'd like to tell you about the film I saw some months ago in the cinema.
It was the film «Avatar», directed by James Cameron.

 



Cameron spent 400 million dollars on creating that film and it is made 
using modern 3D-technologies.
So if you wear special glasses you may see a three-dimensional picture.
It is reported that Cameron has been preparing for this film for 10 
years!
He thoroughly thought over each of the smallest details of the alien 
world: from the looks of the characters to the nature and philosophy of 
the aliens' race.
To tell the truth, I haven't seen anything more interesting and exciting 
in my life.













The film describes the events of the year 2154.
Jake, a paraplegic war veteran, is brought to another planet, Pandora, which is inhabited 
by the NaVi.
The Na'vi is a humanoid race with their own language and culture and they live in 
harmony with nature.
When his brother is killed in a robbery, paraplegic marine Jake Sully decides to take his 
place in a mission to the distant world of Pandora.
There he learns of greedy corporate figurehead Parker Selfridge's intentions of driving 
off the native humanoids Na'vi.
The woodland of Pandora is rich in some precious material and Selfridge wants to mine 
for it.
The head of Sec-Ops, Colonel Quaritch promises Jake restorative treatment for his 
paraplegia in exchange for the information that would enable Quaritch to force the 
cooperation of the Na'vi.
Jake starts delivering information to Quaritch but he understands that he has made a 
mistake.



ake doesn't want Pandora to be destroyed.
After an epic battle for the fate of the planet the remaining corporate 
personnel are sent back to the Earth and Jake and other scientists are 
allowed to stay on Pandora.
Jake is happy because he finds his real love here.
I do not want to say the story is simple or bad, it advances the ideas of 
care for living beings and nature as the only way to survive for the whole 
planet.
It shows how cruel and irresponsible people may be.



MY FAVOURITE FILM IS AVATAR

So everyone can make parallels to the ecological situation on the Earth and the way people 
treat it.
But you should judge for yourself.
In my opinion, this film is great!
Some people say it's too long and perhaps the plot is too complicated, but I strongly 
recommend you to watch this film and to gain your own impression.




